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Adjust ir' t::. .hlterr,e:.ting Pre!.)£er s of the Pf<1ff 14 ), 5 4 5 . 546, 555, 596 

A_!.~plie s bl:.oo to Pfaff r.·&cbi!JeS 146,_lli, 345 , 346 , 195 , 196, .&'t~ 
etc . 

(Trai ninc e:. i0 ~repared for use in Pf~ff's Mecha~ical Training 
. ::;our0es on ly ). 

1 'lr.e tas ic setting of the sewin£ and feed ing mechanisms 

11 : t· t h e altern~tin[ ~res s ers are combined wi t h 
co~~ound feed ~djust the machine at first as 
ir.. ~ tructed in "Sewing and Feeding Mechani s ms of 
Ffaf f 141". 

12 If tte alternating ~ressers are combined wi th 

20 

21 

22 

d ro~ feed adj~st the machine at first as ins tructed 
in '' Se wing hCechanism Pfaff 134" and "Fe eding lli echa
nisr:. Ffaff 134". 

Pos iti on of Alternating Pressers 

When the 1Jresser bar lifter is raised, the r e s hould 
no r rrally be a clearance of 7 IDJ:J bet-..-.·een the sol e of 
t he lifting ~resser and the surf~ce of t he ne e dle 
_1-:la t e. 

T~e aQount of fe:.bric clearance varies wi t h t h e machine 
moc:i E:l and, for C, D and II machines, sh ou ld be looked 
up in special tables or in our Instructions f or Me chani c s. 
Mode l C and D machines are intended for heavier materials, 
whil e ~odel H machines feature a higher foot lift . 

Tr. e amount of fabric clearance can be ad justed by rais
ing the presser bar lifter and loosening the tw o bind
i ng sc rews in the presser bar position bracke t. After 
the ad justment, both screws oust be ti ght ene d securely. 

Se cure the foot lift adjusting stud in t he middle of 
t he d r iving crank slot. 

24 LoQpen the binding Ecrews of the driving c rank and ad -

25 

30 

"31 

3::: 

3c . 1 

3.:' . c 

j u s t -the driving shaft so that the vertic a l moti o~ of 
. : tt ~;:; v ::. Q_rating presser is halved by the s ole of the 

raised lifting presser. 

Tig~ten the __ bindin~ screws on the driving crank s e 
curely . 

Foo"t ~~ o ti on 

Lower t he pre s ser bur s o th~t the lif t i ng presse r res t s 
on the nee dle J: la te. 

Set t he l ifting eccen tric s o that 

b o tL the neeal e a nd the fe ed dog reac h t he go ods at 
th e saJ:".e ti me (on co~pouna ~-r_~ed machines ) or 

thc t the vibrs ting ~res ser en~ages the fe ed dog wh en 
the f e e dj_ng actioL commence s ( on ri g i 6- needle-bsr ffi~chin es ). 

V OL 9/77 
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Adjustment Procedures ~or Pfaff Machines 14t 

Applies also to Pfaf~ machines tlt2, 120, 122, 151, 5~1, 51t2, 191, 
.192, )Ill a.nd )42 

1. Adjusting the position of the feed dog 

1.1. • Lateral adjustment of f"eed dog: 

1. 2. 

t. J. 

1. 4. 

2. 

2. 1. 

2.2. 

2.). 

2.4. 

Adjust position of f"eed rock shaft endwise until f"eed dog 
is centered in ~eed slot. 

Lengthwise adjustment of ~eed dog: 

Adjust f"eed rock shaft in driving crank so that the f"e~d 
dog will not strike the near or f"ar end of" the f"eed slot 
when the machine is set for its longest stitch, both !"or
ward and backward. 

Adjust the f"eed dog so that its right and left tooth rows 
emerge !"rom the f"eed slots in the needle plate simultan
eously. 

Vertical adjustment of feed dog: 

When at its highest position, the f"eed dog should show a 
full tooth above the needle plate. Special sewing condi
tions may necessitate a slight modification of this set
ting. If adjustment is required, rotate the crank on the 
f"eed lifting shaft, as appropriate. 

Checking the atraightness of the needle and its position 
in needle holder and needle hole 

The machine normally uses system 1)4 needles. Certain 
classes or subclass machines use diff"erent needle sys
tems which are indicated in the respective needle and 
thread chart. 

Check straightness of needle. 

Check (with your f"ingernail) to see that needle point is 
not damaged. 

Check position of needle in needle holder: 

2.4.1. Needle must be pushed into needle holder as far as it will 
go. 

2.4.2. Long groove of" needle should be on the opposite side !"rom 
the sewing hook; needle eye should be positioned at right 
angles to plane of hook rotation. 

2.4.). The needle holder should hold the needle securely. 

2.4.4. The needle should be centered in the needle hole. 
Adjustment is made by turning the rear crank on the 
needle bar frame shaft (below the eccentrics). 
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2.4.5. The needle ahould de•cend in a strai~ht line with the needle 
bar motion. If it does not, check to aee whether the needle 
holder or the needle bar is bent, and atraishten the bent 
part. 

) . 

).0. 

3. 1. 

).2. 

).2.1. 

).2.2. 

Needle bar rise 

General hints . 
The term "needle bar rise" denotes the amount of needle rise 
which is required to form a loop of the proper size. This 
amount is measured in millimeters or inches from the lowest 
point of the needle stroke with the needle bar drive rota
ting in its normal direction. 

When the needle bar ha~ risen the required distance from the 
bottom of its stroke, the hook point should be opposite the 
c~nter line o~ the needle. 

The amount of needle bar rise required to form the loop is 
depended on the size and quality of the thread used, the 
needle size, the type of sewing hook, the sewing speed as 
well a~ other factors. The needle bar rise of the Pfaff 141 
normally is 1.6. mm, or 0.062". For further particulars, 
please refer to a needle rise table or the instructions for 
111echanics. (Model A and B machines: 1.6 mm or 0.062 11 ; Model C: 
2.0 mm or 0.078"; Model D: 2.2 to 2.4 mm or 0.086" to 0.094"T. 

Set feed regulator on "0". 

Setting the amount of needle bar rise with the aid of a gau-
ge: 

Turn the balance wheel until the needle bar is at the lowest 
point 0~ its stroke. 

Slip the clamp of the needle rise ~auge onto the needle bar 
above the needle holder. 

).2.). Slip the gauge (for the amount of needle rise specified) on
to the needle bar above the clamp and push clamp and ~auge 
up until the ~auge bea~s against the lover needle bar bush
ing and the balance vheel can be turned neither forward nor 
backward. 

).2.4. Pull out the gauge. 

).2.5. Turn the balance wheel in its normal direction of rotation 
until the clamp strikes the bottom of the lower needle bar 
bushing. 

).2 . 6. When the needle bar has risen to this position, the loop has 
reached its proper size and the hook point should be exactly 
opposite the center line o~ the needle . The hook should be 
set close to the needle {for a rough setting of the lateral 
clearance between hook and needle; for further particulars, 
see par. 5 belov) . 
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).2.7. Prerequisite ~or adjustment the amount of needle riae is 
that both the needle bar and hook drive mechaniame have 
no excessive play and work smoothly. 

4. Needle bar height 

When both the sewing hook and the needle are at the position 
indicated in par. 2.6. above, the bottom edge of the hook 

• point should be positioned about 1.5 mm or 1/16" above the 
top of the needle eye. I f a dju stment ia required, loosen 
the set screw in the needle bar connecting stud and set the 
needle bar higher or lower, as appropriate. Then tighten 
the set screw securely again. 

5. Setting hook to needle 

6. 

7-

7. 1. 

7.2. 

7.J. 

7 . 4 . 

7 - 5· 

With the needle bar set at the correct height and risen the 
required distance from the bottom of its stroke, there shoulc 
be a clearance of about 0.1 mm or .004" between hook point 
and needle (which equals the thickness of a piece of paper). 
To adjust, reposition the hook saddle and the large bevel 
gear. 

Adjustment of the needle guard 

Having set the hook to the needle as instructed above, the 
latter should contact the needle guard lightly without being 
deflected. To this end, the needle guard should be bent acco1 
dingly. 

Bobbin case opener 

Insert the bobbin case base into the sewing hook. 

Screw on the needle plate, making sure though that the posi
tion finger on the ~obbin case base enters the recess in the 
needle plate. 

Loosen the set screws to the right or left of the sewing hool 
and adjust the bobbin case lever fulcrum on the hook saddle 
ao that the bobbin case base is rotated counter-clockwise, 
lifting it clear of the stop in the needle plate recess by 
half ita amount of play. Tighten the screw securely again. 

Check and correct this setting after threading the machine. 
As you do this, make sure that the bobbin case opener opens 
a clearance gap for the thread to slip through between the 
position finger on the bobbin case base and the needle plate 
recess as well as the bobbin case position finger and the 
position slot. 

By no means must the bobbin ca s e opener rotate the bobbin 
case base eo that it strikes the oppos i te stop in the needle 
plate recess . 
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8. Feed motion 

8.1. 

8.2. 

Feed li~ting motion; The rising ~eed dog and the point of 
the descending needle should reach the aurface of the 
needle plate •imultaneously. 

Feed driving motion: 

8.2.1. Set the machine for its maximum stitch length. 

8.2.2. Adju~t the feed driving eccentric on the arm shaft so 
that the neeale bar (and the feed dog), after the needle 
has risen 0.6 mm from the lowest point of its stroke, 
will not make any perceptible motion as you move the 
feed regulator up and down between its ultimate positions 
(~or the longest feed stroke forward and backward). 

8 . 2.). To obtain a more favorable feed motion, this basic 
setting may be modifi ed slightly. 

9. 

9.1. 

9.2. 

9.). 

9.4. 

9-5· 

9 . 6. 

Adjusting the position of the sewing ~oot 

There should be a clearance of 6 to 7 mm, about t/4", 
between the needle plate and the raised sewing foot. A 
larger clearance is possible for certain subclasses, 
provided a longer needle is used. 

When the needle bar is at the lowest point of its stroke, 
the needle holder must not strike the raised sewing foot. 

Orient the presser bar eo that the needle is centered in 
the slot of the sewing foot. 

When the sewing foot is lowered, its sole should rest on 
the needle plate evenly . 

The presser bar should exert the full amount of pressure 
on the needle plate (the presser bar lifter has a slight 
amount of play when it is inoperative). Take a thin piece 
of paper or a piece of delicate material to check whether 
the se"ing foot exerts the full amount of pressure and 
rests on the needle plate evenly. 

The amount of pressure exerted by the sewing foot should 
be adapted to the tYPe of fabric being sewn and the sew
ing speed. 
If the sewing foot pressure is set incorrectly, the 
following sewing troubles may occur~ 

a) Pre ssure too stron~: the material is damaged by the feed 
dog; the material is stretched along the seam line (seam 
puckering); the top and bottom plies are disarranged so 
that they will not finish out evenly. 

b) Fressure too weak: the material may be damaged because 
it is not firmly engaged by the feed dog; at hi~her 
speeds, the material is not held securely so that 
accurate ~uidance ie impossible; one ply creeps ahead 
of another; skipped stitches, irregular feedin~. 
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tO. Thread tension (aeneral hints) 

tO.t. 

10.2. 

10.J. 

Bobbin thread tension: 

The lower tension should be as weak as poasible, yet 
clearly noticeable. Make sure that the bobbin thread can 
be pulled from the bobbin evenly, reaardless whether the 
bobbin case is in the machine or has been taken out. 
Tension trouble may occur as a result ot apring breakage, 

·loss or slackness of the regulating screw, accumulations 
of dirt on the underside of the tension apring, damage of 
the bobbin or the bobbin case and knotty thread . 

Needle thread tension: 

The needle thread tension should be adjusted so that the 
needle and bobbin threads interlock in the center of the 
material, i.e. the concatenation of threads should lock 
the same top and bottom . This ensures maximum elasticity 
of the seam. The degree of needle thread tension is de
pendent on the bobbin thread tension, the tabrie weiaht, 
the thread size, the setting of the thread check apring 
and the feeding mechanism. As a rule, the needle thread 
tension should be as weak as possible in order to prevent 
puckering of the material and ensure maximum elasticity 
of the seam. 

Tension release: 

When the sewing foot is raised, the needle thread should 
pass through the upper tension lightly when pulled. When 
the sewing foot is lowered so that it rests on the ma
terial or the needle plate, the upper tension should be 
fully operative. 

10.q. Thread cheek spring: 

10.4.1. The thread check spring should be tensioned so that it 
will return to its stop smoothly and swiftly, yet with 
a certain power reserve. If the needle thread tension 
is weak, the thread check spring should likewise be set 
for a weak tension. And, conversely, when the needle 
thread tension is strong, the tension of the thread 
check spring should be increased or a more poverful 
spring be inserted. 

10.q.2. The thread check spring stop should be set so that the 
spring is through acting when the needle point has 
reached the surface of a piece of material of normal 
thickness. A slight modification of this setting may 
become necessary either way. 
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hdjustme~t of the Drop Feed ~echan~~m of the Pfaff 1'4 
Applie~ also ~o rfaf! ~achines 2}4, .}3, 144, 14,, '4}, '44, e t c . 

1 Adjusting the rosition of the Fe~d Dog 

· 11 Lateral adjustment of feed dog: 

Adjust the position of the feed rock shaft laterally 
so that the feed dog is centered in the feed slot. 

12 Lengthwise adjustment of feed dog: 

Position the crank of the feed rock shaft eo that 
the feed dog will not strike the near or far end of the 
feed slot when the machine is set for the longest forward 
or backward stitch. 

13 CheckiLg the horizontal position of the feed dog: 

The right and left t ooth rows should emerge from the 
feed slots in the needle plate simultaneously. 

·14 Vertical adjt.:.stment of the feed dog: 

2 

21 

When at its highest position, the feed dog should show 
a full tooth above the needle plate. Special sewing 
conditions may Lecessitate a slight modification of this 
rule. If adjustment is required, rotate the crank on the 
feed lifting shaft, ~s appropriate. 

Timing the Feed Dog 

Feed driving motion: To time the feed driving motion, 
~roceed as follows: 

211 Turn the balan ce wheel in the normal direction of rotation 
until the needle has passed the lowest point of its stroke 
and risen about 5/32" (or 4,0 mm). 

21 2 · When ~oving the feed regulator l ever froffi the longest 
forward to the longest backward stich position, the feed 
dog u.ust not make any perceptibl e motion. 

213 To adjust, rotate fe e d driving eccentric on its shaft. 

214 To double-check thi~ setting, make sure that the feed 
~otion has jost been completed when the needle enters 
the goods. 

22 Feed lifting ~otion: If the feed driving and lifting 
eccentrics a re not rigidly conected with each other, 
the feed lifti ng eccentric is adjusted as follows: 

22 1 

2 2 2 

Approxima;e se t t ing: Position the feed lifting eccen
tric on its shaft so that the f e ed dog and tbe needle 
bar reach the top of their strok es simultaneously . 

Exac t setting: Sligh tly rotate the feed lifting eccentric 
forward or b~ ckward until the motion diagram of the feed de 
clos ely resemble s a rec tangle , i.e. the feed dog should 
ri se perpendicularl y, move f orward horizontally and drop 
be l ow the n eedl e pla t e pe r pendicularly again . 

Make sure the reverse str oke of the feed dog ha s b een 
completed b efore its point emerge from t h e feed slots 
ir. the needle plate. 



4djMet1ng the Sew1n& Poot of Pfaff Mach1nea 1,4 

( Applies to all other classes likewise 

( 

( 

1. !here should be a clearance or about 6-7 mm, or 1/4•, 
between the needle plate and the raised aewing toot. 
Certain eubclaeees per~it a larger clearance, provided 
a ~onger needle ie used. 

2. The needle bar or the needle bolder must not strike the 
raised sewing toot when it _reches the bottom ot its 
stroke. · 

3. Orient the presser bar eo that the needle ie centered 
in the slot of the sewing foot. 

4. When using a hinged sewing foot, ch~ck to aee that the 
needle will not be deflected by the shoe swinging to 
any particular position . 

5. When the sewing foot is lowered, its sole should rest 
on tbe needle plate evenly. 

6. !he presser bar ebould exert the full amount of pressure 
on the needle plate (the presser bar lifter has a slight 
amount of pressure and rests on the needle plate evenly). 

7. The amount of pressure exerted by the sewing foot should 
be adapted to the type of fabric being sewn and the ee
win£ speed. 
If the sewing foot pressure is set incorrectly, the follow
ing sewing troubles may occur: 

(a) Pressure too strong: the material is damaged by the 
feed dog; the material is stretched along the seam 
line (seam puckering) ; the top and bottom plies are 
disarranged so that they will not finish out evenly. 

{b) Pressure too weak; the material may be damaged because 
it is not firmly enganed by the feed dog; at higher 
speeds, the ~aterial 16 not held securely so that accu
rate guidance is impossible 1 one ply ereeps ahead of 
another; skip etitchee, irregular feeding. 
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Instructions for Adjuating the Sewing ~echaniem of Pfaff 1'4 Machine• 

The followine instructions apply to lockstitch eewing aa-
chinea equipped with rigid needle bar and hor1aontal ro~ 
eewing hook, euch as the Pfaff 1~4. 2}4, 4}}, and }}}. 

,. Checking the Serviceability of the Needle 

.1. Check the needle eystem. (For ordinar,y sewing opera
t~ons, System 134 is used) • 

• 2. Check whether the needle is absolutely straight • 

• 3. ChecY. (~ith your fineernaiJ) to see that the needle 
¥Oint is not blunt or dama~ed • 

• 4. Check to see that the needle has been inserted 
correctly, 1. e • 

2. 

• 1. that it is pushed into the needle holder as 
far as it will go; 

.2. that it~ long groove faces toward the left; 

.}. t~at its eye is positior.ed at right angles to 
tte directior. of hook rotation; 

·4· that it is held secu.rely in the needle bolder; 

.5. that it is cer:.tered correctly in the needle bole; 

.6. that it is threaded from left to right. 

Needle Bar Rise 

• 1. General 

AS the needle rises from the lowest point of its 
stroke, the needle t~read bulges away from it to 
forrr a loop. The distance the needle has to rise 
frcm its lowest point until this loop has reached 
its pro::.er size is te~ed "needle bar rise". It is 
measured ir: inches or millimeters. To set the 
amount of needle b&.r riser turn the balance wheel 
in its normal direction of rotation. 

When the needle bar has risen the required distance 
from the bottom of its stroke, the hook point should 
have reached s position opposite the center line 
of the needle. 

The anour.t of needle bar rise depends on the size 
and quality of the thread used, the needle eize, 
the hooY. system, the sewing speed, and other factors. 

The amount of needle bar rise required to form the 
loop normally is about .07", or 1.8 IJUij. 
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2.2. Se~t:i.r.£ t~e A,r,ount of !:eetne !ar Jtiee with the .lid of a Gauee 

.1. Turn the balance wheel until t~e needle is at the lowest 
J-Oir.t of its stroke. 

.2. SliJ- tt.~ £crew clam} octo the needle bar close to the needle holder. 

,3. Place the feeler gauge (for the amount of needle bar rise specified) 
onto tbe screw clar.f. I•ush screw clamp and gauge upwards against 
the needle ~ar buehir.g, and tighten the clamp screw. Check to aee 
tha~ the balance wheel turns neither forward nor backward • 

• 4. Full out the gau~~ • 

• 5. Turn the bal~ce whee) in its no~al direction of rotation until 
the cl~p tears agair.st the needle bar bushing • 

• 6. Wheu the needle bar has risen to this position, the loop has 
reached its porper size ar;d the hook point should be exactly 
opposite the center line of the needle • 

• /. Pr~re~uisite for this adjustment is that both the needle bar and 
hoo}: drive mechanisms have no excessive pla,:r and rWl easily. 

3. ~eecle Ear ::eiz~t 

• 1. iiher; both t":!e sewine; r.oo1·. and the need) e are at the position 
indicated in r;ara~rarh 2. 2. 6. above the top of the needle eye 
should be about 1/16", or 1.5 mm the bottom edge of the hook 
point. 

.2. 

• 3. 

4· 

• 1. 

.2. 

·4· 

5· 

1~ aojustQent is required, loosen the set screw in the needle bar 
connecting stud and set the needle bar bigher or lower, as ap_propriate, 
without rot~ting the arm shaft. 

~ter the adjusttoer.t, tiel": ten the set screw securely • 

3etting Hoc!: to !!eedl e 

.~·i t.b the needle bar set at the correct height and risen the re(iuired · 
distance f~o~ the bottom cf its stroke, there should be a clearance of 
about .C04", or C.1 ~, betw~n hook point and needle {which ~quals the 
thiclness of a piece of paper). 

loosen the hooY. set screws and adjust the position of the hook on its 
shaft, without rotatinc the arm shaft. 

After tte adjust~ent, tigtten the hook set screws eecurely. 

Set the hoor. shaft ~ront bus ~ing close to the sewing hook. 

Double-Checking the ~eed]e-to-~ook Setting 

1~ the sewing hoo}: has been timed correctly, the needle bar set at 
tt.e correct heigr.t, ar.d the needle set close to the sewing hook, the 
needle shouJd be&r lifrtly ~~inst the bobbin case base, without 
bei ne deflected. Ttia ~ill prevent the needle from being damaged by 
t~e sewirl.: too}: in case it s~ould be sliehtly deflected by the m~terial 
teing sem,. 

• 




